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Containing information on the US Navy's customs and
ceremonies, this new edition includes details of the
recent technological advances in today's Navy. The book
has sections covering weapons, ships and aircraft,
training procedures and the code of military justice.
The Serial Set contains the House and Senate
Documents and the House and Senate Reports. This
volume includes Senate Reports from 107th Congress,
2nd Session, 2002.
Although polls of Hispanic youth show a strong
propensity to serve in the military, Hispanics are
nonetheless underrepresented among military recruits.
The authors discuss the major characteristics that
disproportionately disqualify Hispanic youth and explore
actions that could be taken to increase Hispanic
enlistments.

This classic reference presents information that
every sailor needs to know.
This book surveys the entire field of body
composition as it relates to performance. It includes
a clear definition of terminology and a discussion of
the various methods for measuring body
composition. The authored papers represent a stateof-the-art review of this controversial field and
address questions such as: What is a better
measure of body composition--body fat or lean body
mass? Does being overweight for one's height really
affect performance? The book also addresses the
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issue of physical appearance as it relates to body
fatness and performance. It includes an in-depth
discussion of many of the topics of interest to those
involved in sports medicine and exercise physiology.
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a
codification of documents of general applicability and
future effect ... with ancillaries.
The USAir Force human capital management (HCM)
system is not easily defined or mapped. It affects virtually
every part of the Air Force because workforce policies,
procedures, and processes impact all offices and
organizations that include Airmen and responsibilities
and relationships change regularly. To ensure the
readiness of Airmen to fulfill the mission of the Air Force,
strategic approaches are developed and issued through
guidance and actions of the Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Manpower, Personnel and Services and the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Manpower and Reserve Affairs. Strengthening US Air
Force Human Capital Management assesses and
strengthens the various U.S. Air Force initiatives and
programs working to improve person-job match and
human capital management in coordinated support of
optimal mission capability. This report considers the
opportunities and challenges associated with related
interests and needs across the USAF HCM system as a
whole, and makes recommendations to inform
improvements to USAF personnel selection and
classification and other critical system components
across career trajectories. Strengthening US Air Force
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Human Capital Management offers the Air Force a
strategic approach, across a connected HCM system, to
develop 21st century human capital capabilities essential
for the success of 21st century Airmen.
With its concise writing style, streamlined chapter format,
extensive appendices, extensive references to leading
and related cases, cross references to relevant analytical
content, and authoritative guidance, you'll find more of
everything that makes a practice guide valuable and
easy for you to use. Written by experienced practitioners,
the Practice Guide offers concise explanations of
collateral consequences flowing from specific New
Jersey criminal convictions, general classes of offenses
and general types of offenses, as well as unique practice
strategies, checklists, and appendices to ensure that the
practitioner identifies and addresses all the collateral
consequences related to each crime. Each Practice
Guide chapter combines authoritative legal analysis with
an expert author’s practical insights, distilled from years
of litigation practice. New Jersey Collateral
Consequences includes a multitude of Practice Tips that
transition smoothly from legal analysis to practical
application of a point of law. Chapter parts begin with a
detailed practice checklist defining the essentials of a
major task. Checklists capture the essential steps (the
what, when, and how) of each task, with crossreferences to relevant authority, forms, and discussion of
the topic within the chapter itself.
Foregrounding indigenous and feminist scholarship, this
collection analyzes militarization as an extension of
colonialism from the late twentieth to the twenty-first
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century in Asia and the Pacific. The contributors theorize
the effects of militarization across former and current
territories of Japan and the United States, such as
Guam, Okinawa, the Marshall Islands, the Philippines,
and Korea, demonstrating that the relationship between
militarization and colonial subordination—and their
gendered and racialized processes—shapes and
produces bodies of memory, knowledge, and resistance.
Contributors: Walden Bello, U of the Philippines; Michael
Lujan Bevacqua, U of Guam; Patti Duncan, Oregon
State U; Vernadette Vicuña Gonzalez, U of Hawai‘i, M
noa; Insook Kwon, Myongji U; Laurel A. Monnig, U of
Illinois, Urbana–Champaign; Katharine H. S. Moon,
Wellesley College; Jon Kamakawiwo‘ole Osorio, U of
Hawai‘i, M noa; Naoki Sakai, Cornell U; Fumika Sato,
Hitotsubashi U; Theresa Cenidoza Suarez, California
State U, San Marcos; Teresia K. Teaiwa, Victoria U,
Wellington; Wesley Iwao Ueunten, San Francisco State
U.

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) faces shortterm and long-term challenges in selecting and
recruiting an enlisted force to meet personnel
requirements associated with diverse and changing
missions. The DoD has established standards for
aptitudes/abilities, medical conditions, and physical
fitness to be used in selecting recruits who are most
likely to succeed in their jobs and complete the first
term of service (generally 36 months). In 1999, the
Committee on the Youth Population and Military
Recruitment was established by the National
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Research Council (NRC) in response to a request
from the DoD. One focus of the committee's work
was to examine trends in the youth population
relative to the needs of the military and the
standards used to screen applicants to meet these
needs. When the committee began its work in 1999,
the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force had recently
experienced recruiting shortfalls. By the early 2000s,
all the Services were meeting their goals; however,
in the first half of calendar year 2005, both the Army
and the Marine Corps experienced recruiting
difficulties and, in some months, shortfalls. When
recruiting goals are not being met, scientific
guidance is needed to inform policy decisions
regarding the advisability of lowering standards and
the impact of any change on training time and cost,
job performance, attrition, and the health of the
force. Assessing Fitness for Military Enlistment
examines the current physical, medical, and mental
health standards for military enlistment in light of (1)
trends in the physical condition of the youth
population; (2) medical advances for treating certain
conditions, as well as knowledge of the typical
course of chronic conditions as young people reach
adulthood; (3) the role of basic training in physical
conditioning; (4) the physical demands and working
conditions of various jobs in today's military services;
and (5) the measures that are used by the Services
to characterize an individual's physical condition.
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The focus is on the enlistment of 18- to 24-year-olds
and their first term of service.
Planners and policymakers concerned with recruiting
have seen indications of increased difficulty in
meeting recruiting goals. To examine this potential
problem, the report reviews, in considerable detail,
service by service, the evolution of recruiter incentive
plans over the last 15 to 20 years, describing how
these plans have changed over time. There is a
great deal of variation in incentive plans across
services, possibly due to such causes as service
culture or changes associated with the drawdown.
This variety suggests that the services have been
struggling over time to find the best incentive plans
to fit their needs.
This manual establishes the criteria for enlistment,
procedures governing the processing of applicants
and summarizes recruiting support programs to be
used in accomplishing the enlisted recruiting
mission.
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